


What is rendaku? 

�  An allomorphy, found in Japanese, whereby non-initial 
elements in compounds may undergo initial voicing 
under certain conditions. Also known as sequential 
voicing. 

�  Descriptions or analyses of  rendaku form some of  the 
earliest extant research on the Japanese language in 
both Japanese (Motoori 1790-1822) and English 
(Lyman 1894). 



The basic phonological condition under which rendaku may occur 
is that the non-initial element in a compound begin with a voiceless 
obstruent (k t s h):	  

	  
me 	   	  + 	  kusuri 	   	  > 	  megusuri	  
eye 	   	   	  medicine 	   	  ‘eye	  drops’	  
	  
	  
nezumi 	  + 	  saN 	   	  > 	  nezumizaN	  
rat 	   	   	  calculation 	   	  ‘exponential	  progression’	  



In his Kojiki Den (1790-1822), Motoori Norinaga stated that if  a 
voiced obstruent occurs anywhere in the non-initial element 

rendaku does not occur, a claim that was repeated by Lyman (1894) 
in English and thus unjustly become known as ‘Lyman’s Law’: 

  

hana   +   taba   >  hanataba 

flower    bunch    ‘bouquet’ 

 

 

kuroon  +   hituzi   >  kuroonhituzi 

clone     sheep    ‘cloned sheep’ 



Okumura (1955) suggested that rendaku is blocked in dvandva or 
copulative compounds, although when formed by reduplication 
rendaku generally does occur (Vance 1987).  

  

non-dvandva:  yama  +  kawa  >  yamagawa 

  mountain  river   mountain stream 

  

dvandva:  yama  +  kawa  >  yamakawa 

  mountain  river   mountains and rivers 

  

reduplication:  kuni  +  kuni  >  kuniguni 

  country  country  countries 

 



�  Japanese vocabulary is generally divided into three main 
strata: native vocabulary (NJ), a Sino-Japanese stratum 
(SJ), and foreign vocabulary (FJ). Providing the non-
initial element is a voiceless obstruent, rendaku ought to 
occur in any of  the three strata. In reality, however, it cuts 
across the vocabulary strata to hugely varying degrees.  

�  with only exceptional rarity in FJ (Vance 1987, Takayama 
2005) 

�  with a frequency of  approximately 10-20% in SJ (Vance 
1996; Irwin 2005) 

�  and at a level of  around 87% in NJ (Vance 1996).  



�  Ōtsu (1980) put forward a right-branching rule, subsequently 
further refined by Itō & Mester (1986), to account for apparent 
exceptions to rendaku.  

�  Rendaku exhibits differing degrees of  irregularity depending on 
word class: its frequency in inflected compounds is low when both 
elements are verbs, but much higher when the initial element is a 
noun, or one or both elements is an adjective.   

�  Uninflected compounds also come in many combinations and 
these too exhibit differing levels of  rendaku.  

�  In Japanese a compound string can consist of  an infinite number of  
elements and rendaku may operate in any or all of the non-initial 
elements. In this paper, however, I will restrict my definition of  
‘noun’ to those which are not morphologically derived (i.e. not 
deverbals etc.) and my definition of  ‘noun compound’ as a 
compound which is itself  not morphologically derived and is 
composed of  two such noun elements.  



Rendaku Predilection and 
Rendaku Immunity  

� Despite the constraints already described, 
cases where rendaku fails to be triggered in 
sequentially voiceable NJ noun compounds 
remain numerous. 

� This has been remarked upon since the 
beginning of  the literature and doubtless been 
a major contributory factor towards the 
proliferation of  research into the 
phenomenon.  



� The vast majority of  sequentially voiceable 
NJ nouns which appear as a second 
element in a noun compound exhibit 
predilectory behaviour.  

� Although rendaku is sometimes triggered 
and sometimes not, a clear tendency 
towards or away from rendaku is apparent.  

� Into which camp a sequentially voiceable 
NJ noun falls may be described by use of  
the terms rendaku lover and rendaku 
hater.  



In the example below, the first element in (a) has the same 
accentual pattern as the first element in (b), and the second 

element in (a) is semantically parallel to the second element in (b): 

 

(a)  tani  +  soko  >  tanisoko   

 valley   bottom  ‘valley floor’ 

  

(b)  kawa  +  soko  >  kawazoko   

 river   bottom  ‘riverbed’ 

  

The second element soko ‘bottom’ is a rendaku lover: its behaviour 

in (a) is unusual.  



�  Rosen (2001) states that rendaku lovers are considerably more 
frequent than rendaku haters.  

�  This ‘apparent tendency for a noun to either strongly prefer to 
voice, or else to resist voicing, with almost no nouns occupying a 
middle ground between the two tendencies’ (ibid.), if  
schematized, represents the logistic curve (S-curve) familiar 
from diffusionist hypotheses (e.g. Wolfram & Schilling-Estes 
2003).  

�  Whether rendaku is a productive process which admits of  lexical 
exceptions or simply the lexical property of  specific words is 
‘difficult to assess’ (Kubozono 2005) because of  its extreme 
productivity on the one hand and the significant number of  
exceptions on the other.  



Rendaku Immunity 

�  Predilection is not the only clearly identifiable behaviour to be exhibited by 
sequentially voiceable NJ nouns: some appear never to undergo rendaku, a 
fact which has been observed and, to varying degrees, catalogued by Vance 
(1979, 1980), Martin (1987) and Rosen (2001) inter alia. Those cited as 
‘rendaku immune’ in at least two of  the aforementioned three studies are: 

 sio tide   tuti  earth, soil   himo  cord   kase  
shackle  kasu  dregs, lees   kemuri  smoke   saki  tip, 
point  hime  princess   tuyu  dew 

�  It should be stressed that none of the above rendaku immune candidates 
has been proposed based on any empirical test or empirically verifiable 
criteria.  

�  Their inclusion is based on the fact that the compilers cited above were 
unaware of  any exceptions: significantly, only sio, tuti and himo are listed by 
all three.  

�  I shall now show that an empirical test is in fact possible.   



Prosodic Size 

�  In Japanese, the role of  the mora in temporal regulation and 
phonological length, as well as a unit of  segmentation and 
perception, is indisputable.  

�  Of critical importance in the context of  this paper is the 
relationship between the mora and prosody in Modern 
Japanese. If  the prosodic unit of  the foot is taken to consist 
of  two moras (Poser 1990), then ‘many phonological and 
morphological structures [in Japanese]… can be 
generalized’ (Kubozono 1999).  

�  These include compound clipping, the formation of  
hypocoristics, accentuation patterns in compounds, 
loanword clipping and reduplication in mimetics.  



� Optimal word length in Modern Japanese is 
bimoraic (2μ), or one foot, and the majority of  
NJ roots are of  this length.  

� By extension, we can state the optimal length of  
two-element NJ compounds to be four moras, 
two feet. 

� Rosen (2001) claims to have shown that this 
prosodic size, with one further condition 
(hereafter ‘PS’), plays a decisive role in marking 
NJ nouns for rendaku immunity.  



�  Rosen defines PS as being when ‘both members of  the 
compound exceed one mora and at least one of  the members 
of  the compound exceeds two moras’.  

�  Thus, in a N1-N2 compound, both N1 and N2 must be at least 
one foot and N1-N2 must exceed two feer.  

�  Rosen maintains that rendaku lovers and haters both exhibit 
their usual predilectory behaviour when this PS is not attained 
(in ‘PS-fail’ compounds), but that when it is attained (in ‘PS-
pass’ compounds) these same nouns undergo rendaku without 
exception.  

�  By extension, a noun which does not exhibit rendaku in a PS-
pass compound must be rendaku immune.  



3μ-2μ  kinoko  +  kumo  >  kinokogumo 

  mushroom  cloud   ‘mushroom cloud’ 

3μ-2μ  hituzi  +  kusa  >  hituzigusa 

  sheep   grass   ‘water lily’ 

Both kumo and kusa exhibit rendaku in PS-pass compounds, 
flagging them as predilectory. 

 

3μ-2μ  iwasi  +  kasu   >  iwasikasu 

  sardine  dregs, lees   ‘sardine meal’ 

But, kasu appears without rendaku as the second element in a 
PS-pass compound, flagging it as rendaku immune.  

 



to summarize… 

�  ‘Rosen’s PS Rule’, if  correct, allows us to 
empirically predict rendaku immune NJ nouns.  

� Hypothesis: a noun which does not exhibit 
rendaku in a PS-pass compound must be 
rendaku immune. 

� This is the first independent test of  ‘Rosen’s PS 
Rule’.  



Rosen’s PS Rule Assessed 

�  Using Martin’s (1987) compendium of  NJ nouns, as 
well as two large Japanese dictionaries, I created a 
corpus of  NJ nouns which appeared without rendaku 
as the second element in a PS-pass compound. 

�  These 31 nouns are shown in Table 1 in your handout. 

�  If  Rosen’s PS Rule is valid, we would expect all of  
these nouns to be rendaku immune: i.e. to never exhibit 
rendaku in either a PS-pass or PS-fail compound. 



�  Of the 31 nouns in the corpus, 20 conform to Rosen’s PS Rule: 
they do not appear in rendaku form as the second element in a 
valid compound of  any type. 

�  The remaining 11 appear to disobey Rosen’s Rule but may be 
divided into 3 groups. These are shown in Table 2 in your 
handout. 

�  Group I contains hashi ‘edge’ and shita ‘underneath’. They occur 
in rendaku form only in dvandva compounds. 

�  Group II contains tuki ‘cup’, koromo ‘gown’, simo ‘frost’ and 
tukasa ‘official, office’. Either these nouns themselves (e.g. tuki), 
or the PS-pass compounds in which they occurred, are obsolete.  

�  Group III contains a problematic residue: hotaru ‘firefly’, 
hutokoro ‘bosom’, kanna ‘plane’, kata ‘person’ and koori ‘ice’. 



A modified Rosen’s Rule 

�  Nouns are defined as non-deverbals and non-deadjectivals, are 
restricted to the native Japanese vocabulary stratum, are not 
names and must be synchronically ‘live’, i.e. not obsolete.  

�  N1-N2 compounds are defined as those which are composed of  
two such nouns, but which are neither dvandva nor 
reduplicative compounds.  

�  If  a sequentially voiceable N2 occurs as sequentially voiceless 
AND both N1 and N2 are each at least one foot in length AND 
N1-N2 exceeds two feet in length, THEN N2 is rendaku immune 
in all N1-N2 compounds regardless of  prosodic size. 



RENDAKU IMMUNE NOUNS  

haya   himo   humoto kamome 

kasu   katati   katura   kemuri  

konosiro  koomori  kuina   sitomi   

sumire    susuki   take   tosaka 

sio  tuti  kase  saki  hime  tuyu  



In sum… 

�  The mora now appears to play a role in rendaku immunity also.  

�  Despite refinements to Rosen’s PS Rule, which include the 
diachronic factor of  obsolescence, five nouns remain problematic.  

�  The history of  rendaku research has shown that an ultimate 
solution to its conditioning factors has proceeded in a series of  
small steps. Each of  these has sought to further deepen our 
understanding of  the allomorphy, but each has left a miniscule trail 
of  apparent exceptions in its wake. Viewed in this wider historical 
perspective, these five exceptions are merely another such miniscule 
trail which I feel sure future research will resolve. 


